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Jack Bridger Chalker,
ARCA, RWA, Hon.MA, ASIA, Hon.FMAA, RMIP

(1918 – 2014)

A tribute to a modest, generous and inspirational man
scholarship to Goldsmith’s College. This was followed by a
one-year postgraduate scholarship in the School of Painting at
the Royal College of Art, but Jack was unable to take up his
studies due to the outbreak of World War II.
Jack had hoped to enlist in the RAF, especially as he had been
learning to fly old ‘string bag’ Tiger Moths, a shared interest with
his enthusiastic sister Phyllis. However, in September 1939 he
received his Army call-up papers and found himself enlisted as a
Bombardier in the Field Regiment of the Royal Artillery, a bored
and reluctant soldier. He tried repeatedly to apply to the RAF but
the regimental hierarchy refused his request, and like so many
others, resigned himself to the unending belt blancoing and boot
polishing and the roaring of sergeant-majors.
The first time Jack was introduced to the MAA’s membership
was at the 42nd Annual Conference in 1991, so successfully
organised by Gary James at Burwalls, University of Bristol, when
he was invited as a guest speaker. His hour-long talk was entitled
‘Medical Art as a Japanese Prisoner of War’.

Jack Bridger Chalker was born on the 10th October 1918 in
Sydenham, London, the youngest of three siblings, two older
brothers and a sister. His father, Alfred, was a stationmaster who
had been appointed MBE for dispersing troops during the First
World War. Tragically his mother died in the delivery and he was
brought up by an uncle and aunt.
He was an accomplished pupil at Alleyn’s School, Dulwich with
an interest in both the arts and sciences and consequently he
had to decide whether to choose a career in medicine or art.
He had been offered a place at Charing Cross Hospital to
read medicine with the intention to take surgery, specifically
orthopaedics. Fortunately for our Association he chose art, and
in 1936 at the age of eighteen, he was awarded a three-year

Unassumingly, though confidentially he began by telling us about
his early family life, his school days and intentions of going to
art school. With the onset of World War II he was posted to
Singapore. Captured on arrival by the Japanese in the chaotic
fall of Singapore, Jack Chalker joined the 60,000 Allied prisoners
driven to the limits of human endurance in the slave labour camps
of the infamous Burma Railway. He was put into a concentration
camp at Changi, before being moved to Havelock Road labour
camp in Singapore Town for four months where he began to
make the first of many prison drawings he produced. A few notes
were made on the five-day train journey up to Thailand and the
remainder were completed in the jungle working camps and sick
camps of the Burma-Siam Railway, also known as the ‘Death
Railway’, on the Konyu River.
He described the conditions he and his fellow captives endured
under the inhumane and barbaric treatment meted out by their
Japanese captors. Within minutes of him beginning to present
his graphically illustrated talk we were all totally transfixed and
profoundly moved… you could hear a pin drop!

Operating Theatre, Chungkai Hospital camp, 1943-44:
Watercolour. Colonel ‘Weary’ Dunlop (facing) and Captain J. ‘Marko’ Markowitz (back view) working on a thigh amputation patient.

Orthopaedic bed, Nakhon Pathom Hospital Camp, 1944-45: Bed made from bamboo lashed with rattan; ropes made from stolen hemp,
blocks made in camp and weight tins filled with stones for traction. Five-inch nails punched through the tibia proved successful for traction.

Chungkai, 1943: Pen and wash drawing to show the use of bamboo
leg support and improvised saline drip apparatus of ulcers.

Punishment for more serious offences: Pen and wash drawing.
The tin container was filled with stones or water, when the neck was straightened
the jagged edge of the tin lacerated the chest.

Jack explained how about 120 drawings and notes were hidden
and smuggled from camp to camp with the help of Sir Edward
(then ‘Lieutenant Colonel Weary’) Dunlop, a surgeon of the
Australian Army Medical Corps, to whom so many of the prisoners
owed their lives. Sir Edward was renowned for his courageous
leadership whilst being held prisoner by the Japanese during
World War II, and was a compassionate doctor who restored
morale in the terrible prison camps and jungle hospitals.
Preparing accomplished drawings and paintings in the
comfortable surroundings of a studio or out in the field, as we all
know, takes discipline and skill but imagine achieving this when
there was the constant risk of being beaten or thrown in solitary
confinement if caught. Jack explained that he produced them as
a record of the misery, squalor, savagery, heroism and fortitude
of his fellow prisoners, but also the horrific reality of disease,
wounds and the ravages of starvation they endured.

Holding the stone: Pen and wash drawing depicting one of the alltoo-frequent punishments meted out to prisoners for not working hard
enough on the railway tracks.

Visual curiosity, a delight in observation and in translating things
in one’s own terms is an inherent part of the ethos of an artist,
and this drive as well as the pleasure in doing so, is undeniable,
Jack explained. He started by making notes of places people
and landscapes to please himself, but it was not too long before
it became obvious that this was the only means of recording his,
and his fellow captors’ strange circumstances. As conditions on
the railway project in the jungle became rapidly more desperate
it seemed imperative to record them; particularly the medical and
surgical problems that faced the hard-pressed medical staff. He
was asked by two eminent surgeons, Captain Markowitz and

Kanyu River Camp, 1942: Relief from the usual daily misery and horrors, watercolour notes of passion flower, ground orchid and hibiscus.
Theatre and auditorium, Chungkai Hospital Camp, 1943: Pen and wash. View northwards past the ‘sugarloaf’ hill on the far side of Kwai Noi River.
An idyllic setting and some unforgettable productions took place there

Lieutenant Colonel Dunlop, to assist them
in recording; and what had been largely a
self-indulgent pleasure quickly became a
challenge of far greater importance. This
was Jack’s first experience as a medical
artist. Dunlop realised that with the
almost complete absence of prisoners’
photographic records, Jack’s artistic skills
would be very valuable to him and did his
best to ensure that, under cover of nursing
and physiotherapy appointments, he was

given some measure of protection from
the guards to carry out this risky but vital
activity.
Much ingenuity and improvisation was
required to produce drawing and painting
materials, with scraps of paper and cloth
as his canvas. Armed with a small supply
of watercolours wrapped in a scrap of old
gas-cape fashioned into a large envelope,
just two brushes, a few fine drawing nibs

and some Chinese stick ink Jack set about
his task. Later on during his internment he
shared a hut with an Australian serviceman
and on seeing Jack making some surgical
notes he mentioned that he had an unused
Windsor and Newton paint box containing
twelve tubes of artists’ watercolours
with him which he found in Singapore.
He wasn’t an artist himself and had no
intention of using them. A deal was struck
for some ducks’ eggs and the whole of his

Artificial limbs: Pen and wash drawings depicting types ranging from split bamboo
to articulated prosthesis and apparatus for bilateral amputation patents.

Thai-Burmese bullock carts: Pencil drawings done on the back
of Japanese army postcards.

‘pay’ for a month. The tin box was kept separate and empty with
the small tubes stitched in the false side section of his haversack.
All were turned over during the daily searches without comment
and all survived including a few original tiny watercolour palettes.
We were mesmerised at the brilliance and sensitivity of his
sketches, most measuring no more than 6 cm x 3.5 cm as they
had to be surreptitiously hidden from his Japanese guards in the
bamboo legs of his bed or other similar objects. The detail and

clarity he was capable of achieving at such a small scale, of the
camp huts, cookhouse building and carts was impressive. They
had the strength and conviction of any of the ‘Old Masters’ about
them.
There can be no doubt that Jack’s vocation for art was his
salvation during these horrific years and gave him a sense of
purpose and a welcome distraction, and played an important part
in his survival.
Many of his illustrations have been used for official Military and
Medical War History Records. He was released in 1945 and was
attached to the Australian Army HQ in Bangkok as a war artist to

Nearing the end of his talk he apologised if he had overrun and
genuinely hoped he hadn’t bored all with all that he presented.
He did say that he had more examples of his drawings and
paintings and would continue if we were interested. Our next
speaker was Sir Francis Avery Jones, who was to deliver his
Honorary President’s Address, and he, as we all agreed, wanted
to him to continue. Although we witnessed some very distressing
images of the brutality of war it was balanced with images of the
absorbingly beautiful scenery of the Thai jungle and countryside
coupled with tales of bravery, kindness, good humour and
support from fellow captives. It was without doubt one of the
most memorable talks we had ever received and left us all feeling
admiration and respect for such an incredible man. Such was the
impact it had on us all that it remained the topic of conversation
for the rest of the conference and beyond.
After the war in 1946, Jack took up his suspended scholarship
at the Royal College of Art, whilst at the same time working as
a medical artist at the Sydenham Children’s Hospital and Great
Ormond Street, initially with the family’s neighbour Mr Denis
Ellison Nash… little did either realise in their early respective
careers that they would both become such influential and
supportive characters in our Association.
Jack graduated from the RCA in 1949. In the same year he was
appointed Director of Art at the Ladies College, Cheltenham with
the concurrent post of Painting Tutor at Cheltenham College of
Art. With his proven artistic abilities and natural charm, his female
students at the Ladies College, Cheltenham were no doubt very
attentive, and with his penchant for the ladies everyone was
happy.
In 1950, he was appointed Principal at the Falmouth School of
Art, an entirely new school to be established and developed and
in 1951, he was elected a member of the Royal Society of British
Artists and a full member of the Royal West of England Academy.
From 1952 until 1958, he was Art Advisor for the County of
Cornwall.
In 1958, he moved to Bristol to become Principal of the West of
England College of Art and Lecturer in the Faculty of Education
at Bristol University, and in 1969, the West of England College
of Art and Design was incorporated into the newly formed
Bristol Polytechnic as the Faculty of Art and Design; and Jack
was appointed Dean of the Faculty. From 1995 until 1997, he
was appointed the University Consultant in Art to Birmingham
University.
His war drawings have been exhibited in the Far East, Australia,
Holland as well as the Dixon Gallery, London University at the
time of the launching of Sir Edward Dunlop’s War Diaries.

Tropical ulcers, 1942-43: Examples of Jack’s medical notes made
in Chungkai. Typical of hundreds of ulcer patients coming down-river
from the railway working camps.

complete drawings for the official war records. Some of his work
was sent as evidence to the Tokyo War Trials.
Not surprisingly, it took him a decade after his repatriation to
readjust to normal life. He was haunted by flashbacks of the
disturbing scenes he had witnessed and his sleep was continually
disrupted by painfully vivid nightmares. It was some forty years
before he could sum up the courage to take his drawings and
paintings out of the box in which they were stored for so long.

After the war he continued to work as a painter, freelance illustrator,
university lecturer and anatomical modeller, and produced a wide
range of work on paediatric and general surgery, anaesthetics,
organ transplantation, immunological concepts, intensive care
and pain relief in line and colour artworks for books and papers.
He wrote articles on his work for journals and newspapers and
worked on films in Australia and the UK. From 1992 until 1995,
he joined Margot Cooper and her team at ‘Limbs and Things’ to
produce models for clinical training. He enjoyed this experience
enormously and I will let Margot elaborate on this.
In 1994, his book ‘Burma Railway Artist – The War Drawings
of Jack Chalker’ was published in Britain and Australia. In the
same year he was made an Honorary Fellow of the MAA, which
he was immensely proud of, though the real beneficiary was the

Association itself to have a man of Jack’s
calibre in our ranks. In 2007 his second
book ‘Burma Railway: Images of War’
was published in Britain and Japan. If you
are still able to obtain them, both books,
and indeed, Sir Edward Dunlop’s book
‘The War Diaries of Weary Dunlop (1986)
– Java and the Burma-Thailand Railway
1942-1945’ make extraordinary reading.
Jack was a great supporter of the
Association and with his natural charm and
genuine interest for all his MAA colleagues
he won many friends. Considering all that
he had experienced during his war years,
it didn’t deaden his sense of fun. He
earned the right to despise pomposity and
political correctness which resulted in him
having the most wickedly creative sense of
humour I have known. He was an intensely
loyal, kind and impeccably-mannered
gentleman who led by example and
inspired us all.
At the Association’s 57th Annual
Conference in 2006, organized by Margot
Cooper at Limbs & Things, Bristol, Jack
gave a repeat performance of his original
talk which was expanded with more slides
of his drawing and paintings. He was
accompanied by Hélène and it was a real
pleasure having their company. With the
passing of time it was evident that he had
become more comfortable with reliving the

horrors he had witnessed. He commented
on how much he loved the beauty of the
Thai-Burma countryside and returned to
it whenever he could. He also spoke that
although he and his fellow captives were
so cruelly treated he held no malice or
hatred to his captors… he had laid those
ghosts to rest.
Unfortunately Jack’s health did deteriorate
in his latter years, mostly as a consequence
of the injuries he incurred during his
internment, and sadly he passed away on
the 15th November 2014.
Jack first got married during the war to
Anne Maude Dixon; the marriage was later
dissolved. His second marriage during
the 1950s to Jill was also later dissolved.
His third marriage was to Hélène (née
Merrett-Stock), who survives him, with a
son of his first marriage and a son and
daughter of his second marriage. The
Association has lost one of its best and
we can only begin to imagine what a huge
loss his family must all feel and hope that
time will make his passing easier to bear.

joined us to represent the Association.
Unsurprising the church was packed with
family and many friends wishing to pay
their last respects. The eulogies by two
good friends of Jack’s, Mike Gambier
and Peter Shaw, so eloquently expressed
their feelings about this special man. We
were told of many humorous tales and
both echoed just how naturally charming,
decent and generous an individual he was.
They weren’t alone in their assessment.
The final poem at the service, written by
Joyce Grenfell, and adapted by Jack read:
“If I should go before the rest of you,
Break not a flower nor inscribe a stone,
Nor when I’m gone speak in a Sunday voice,
Be the usual selves that I have known,
Shed no tears for an old fool.”

All I would add to this is if the world had
more old fools like Jack what a better
place it would be.
I am grateful to Gary James, a good friend
of Jack’s, for his assistance in helping me
to write this tribute.

On a cold and still December afternoon
(4th December 2014) Debbie and I
attended Jack’s funeral at St. Mary’s
Church, Wedmore, close to Jack and
Hélène’s beautiful home at Bleadney
Mill, Wells. Margot and Nick Cooper also

Philip Wilson
Chairman-Elect and MAA Archivist

The Limbs and Things Years
Jack was a key component of the crazy life at Limbs
& Things in the early part of the 1990s.
His delicious sense of humour, his camaraderie, his
extraordinary skill and his love of life was something
that we all looked forward to on a daily basis. I say
‘all’, it was all 5 employees to start with, one of whom
was Caroline Wilkinson.
In my new role as Managing Director of a company
it was a welcome relief to enjoy some of the hilarious
scenarios which were largely set up by Jack.
On arrival, he was directed toward the production of
part of the Female Pelvic Trainer, and soon became
known as ‘Jack the Rectum’. These rectums,
complete with mesentery were very artistic; so much
so, that he spirited away three casts and mounted
them up the wall. It was quite difficult to account for
their presence when I rounded the corner with Prof.
Sir Alfred Cuschieri and Prof. Mike McMahon shortly
after the mounting ceremony.

Dish of the day…

His superb modelling skills were only surpassed by
his exquisite drawings and fine writing. He made a
series of birthday cards, painted in the detailed style
of his war paintings, but happily for him, and us,
of amusing subjects. Caroline was the recipient of

Above: Christmas catalogue - 1992 - 1993.
Right: Menu
Below: Exotic gift ideas - 1993

Since Jack’s writing is so fine and
may be hard to read, here is the
text:

MENU

his first birthday card which depicted her
involvement with uteri.
Following this I was lucky enough to receive
an elaborate invitation card to a supper
party; the menu for this fictitious event
revolved around the new varicose vein leg.
The menu for this offering was hatched by
Jack and fellow companions in a back room
somewhere, out of sight. The next was a
Christmas card with exotic gift ideas based
on development projects in Limbs.

He drove in three days a week from near
Wells, over the Mendips in all weathers and
lined up for the usual task training along
with the other Limbs colleagues; he took
the rough with the smooth.
We all fed off his stories, and wherever Jack
was working, one could count on laughter,
as well as hard work.
We all miss him greatly.
Margot Cooper

Psoas Bonne Femme
Paté gonad foie gras
Hot toasted fingers
Roast Uterus garnished
With Vein julienne and grated
Lipoma
Or
Braised Mesentery
With Honey-baked fibroids
Flambé menisci with Synovial Sauce
Hot cut sorbée
with chocolate skin-tag
Coffee

John Lendrum, MA, FRCS, MAMAA
24th October 1936 – 17th January 2015

A distinguished career in Art interrupted by 35 years
of Plastic Surgery
The Medical Artists’ Association has lost
another of its greatest supporters and this
time one of our first Medical Associates.
I worked with John for many years both
in and out of his operating theatre at
Withington Hospital, University Hospital
of South Manchester. He had a close-knit
team of professionals who worked with
him and about him; his ‘Firm’ and his
patients were a priority throughout his life.
He was intensely loyal and generous to
those upon whom he chose to place his
trust and affection. He was widely loved
and admired, and surrounded by his fellow
consultants, all skilled surgical craftsmen,
he was a humble, humanitarian Doctor, a
consummate professional and to attend
his theatre was to attend a masterclass,
true theatre in every sense…
John was tremendously proud of
being one of the three original Medical
Associates of the MAA and his Diploma of
Membership was the only diploma to my
knowledge that he ever exhibited on his
walls. It hung in his studio, a real artist’s
studio, like an operating theatre, a place
of creativity. Art was his great love; he was
analytical of painting techniques, adored
artists and the company of artists. As far
as he was concerned he was an Artist,
and he really was. He admired the beautiful
anatomical sculptures of the Norwegian
artist, Gustav Vigeland in the Frogner Park
in Oslo. I was once directed by John to
travel to Oslo and photographed all the
sculptures -there were hundreds. The
result was John’s superb lecture at the
MAA conference. However, not all artists’
work was approved by John - he hated
the Pre-Raphaelites with a vengeance,
shared only by Sir Bernard Levin.
John came from a medical family and
there were at least four preceding
generations of doctors in his family. Both
he and his brother, Richard, became
distinguished doctors and now a new
generation is continuing the pattern. Born
in Nottingham, he later went from Epsom
School to Clare College, Cambridge on
a scholarship. He read Medicine and
progressed to the Middlesex Hospital,
London, for his clinical training and
qualified in 1962. John’s choice of surgery
was plastic surgery and this was in

keeping with his free spirit. This new type
of surgery with its innovative solutions was
heavily dependent on both technique and
craft skills; it allowed him to express both
his intellectual side and his artistic talents.
John embarked on a typically eccentric,
self-designed programme of advanced
training and spent time in Copenhagen
studying head and neck surgery; this
became a major interest in his surgical
life. Later in Bogota, Columbia, he spent
time with Dr Miguel Orticochoea, another
free spirit, and revelled in his time there,

adopting an attitude he carried with him
for the rest of his professional life. “It can
be done!”
Back in the UK John was appointed Senior
Registrar in Bristol, where he formed a
lifelong friendship with the new consultant,
Mr Ron Piggott. Ron’s interest was the
management of children with cleft lip and
palate and his enthusiasm infected John
who made this a major part of his life’s work.
In 1973 John was appointed Consultant
Plastic Surgeon in the north-west region,

The master craftsman performing in his ‘theatre’

John finishing a portrait in his studio at Eagle Brow

and believed that if you had just driven 25
miles or more to attend a hospital clinic
or operating list, then you were entitled to
a car parking place or at least a permit;
whether or not you had been issued
with one. Stories abounded of double
parking, obstruction of hospital managers’
cars and brightly-coloured sports cars in
brightly-coloured flower beds.
In his day-to-day life there were of course
many other things which JL did not accept
gladly. The Pre-Raphaelites and hospital
administrators
numbered
alongside
television, computers, football, soccer
“there was only one ball… and that was
oval!” He had played as a hooker in his
youth and at that time anyone lying on the
ball was fair game for a good boot raking.
John with Carola on a painting holiday at Penberth, Land’s End

in three widely-scattered hospitals. He
moved to Lymm in Cheshire. Travelling
between these work places meant a lot
of driving, especially in sports cars, and
preferably brightly-coloured ones. He was
never happier than when driving his car,
with the top down, even more especially
with the ubiquitous cigarette clamped
between his teeth and very very especially,
driving fast.
Smoking... Ah! Many’s the time after
long discussions in my studio at the
hospital, I found on his departure a line of
still-smouldering cigarette butts arranged
artistically along the edge of my desk. It
was a non-smoking hospital but you didn’t
cross JL. In 1995 John was awarded
an Honorary Membership of the British

Association of Plastic Surgery - a very
unusual honour for a man who did not
seek high office in any Association.
He was an eminent teacher and enjoyed
seeing young surgeons develop under
his guidance and inspiration. Valuing
his own training and teaching, he was
reluctant to change from that which he
had accepted as being correct. He was a
staunch traditionalist. Nothing energised
him more than pricking pompous attitudes
and sweeping away what he saw as
“Humbug”. JL was constantly frustrated
by the attempts of hospital managers to (as
he saw it) impede his ability to provide the
best possible service for his patients. The
stories of his car-parking activities were
legendary. He was old-fashioned enough

John’s wife, Alison, died in 2002 and he
naturally withdrew into himself. Luckily he
had many friends and help was at hand
when he renewed his friendship with
Carola, whom he first met in Salisbury,
where he was doing his house jobs. He
moved from Cheshire to Tenbury Wells
in 2007 to be nearer to Carola and he
derived great comfort from the support
and companionship they shared. Lovely
hosts, a comfortable warm old house,
wonderful company surrounded by the
gentle tick-tocking of long case clocks.
So that’s John/JL. A traditionalist in an
age of conformity, he rarely conformed. In
an age of political correctness John was
outrageously incorrect. In an age tending
to be of grey uniformity he stood out as a
colourful individual.

Above: Majorcan villa - watercolour and below: Recuerdos de la Alhambra in the cold and wet - watercolour

After his retirement he would never discuss his past profession or
his work; he was John and he was an Artist. That’s what he was
known as in the village - John. I know that many of his friends
there would be truly surprised if they really knew JL. A good and
stalwart friend of his once described him “A soupçon of Matisse
with a few rings of Wagner and a quick dash of Stirling Moss and
a dollop of Compo”. A conversation punctuated by “Oh’s” and
“Ah’s” meaning “I’m not sure I agree with you on that one – but
I’m too much of a gentleman to say so”.

The best, the very best description of John comes from his
beloved Grandchildren “Funny Grandpa”.
Oh! how I’d love to hear another “Ah!” from JL.
Keith Harrison
Past MAA Chairman, Friend of JL with the help from
Peter Davenport, friend and Tony Norcross, friend.

Full details including the preliminary programme are available
at www.maa.org.uk/
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